
JOOLA Premium Line blades are created with 
premium materials and an absolute attention to 
craftsmanship. Our innovative composite materials 
are sourced from Japan. Handles, the most important 
connection to the blade, are imported from Italy. 
Final assembly, conducted with the utmost attention 
to detail, occurs in South Korea. We employ high-
tech manufacturing techniques such as computer-
controlled routing, proprietary sanding methods, and 
unprecedented quality control. What you get when 
you use one of our JOOLA Premium Line blades 
will thoroughly impress you!

FINEST
VENEERS

JAPANESE
COMPOSITE
MATERIALS
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ITALIAN
IMPORTED
HANDLES

ASSEMBLED WITH
KOREAN PRECISION

NO COMPROMISE
THE BEST FROM ALL OVER THE GLOBE
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The JOOLA Vyzaryz line of blades truly ups the 
ante for what a table tennis blade can be. We 
have been able to propel our use of innovative 
composite materials to new heights by 
deploying ground-breaking new technologies. 
Experience Super PBO-C, PBO-C and AL-C like 
you've never seen before!
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PBO-C creates a larger sweet spot and an incomparable stroke feeling. 
AL-C adds impressive power. The ground-breaking JOOLA X3 fuses the 
2 into a new super-composite directional weave. Horizontal threads of 
PBO-C create a uniquely consistent playing feel and touch while vertical 
threads of AL-C extend through the handle to provide stability throughout.

This is a revolutionary way of maximizing the AL-C experience. This innovative 
technique involves curing and pressing each individual layer of AL-C over a long 
period of time and at low temperatures. Compared to a normal AL-C blade, 
you’ll notice this cold-curing technology creates more dwell time and a softer 
feeling, and produces strong spin shots with a higher arc.

Utilizing PBO-C on one side and Super PBO-C on the other, this hybrid technology allows 
you to account for the differences in forehand and backhand swings and to customize 
how you play. Whether you want extra speed for your forehand or a higher flight curve 
for your backhand, you'll be able to play to your strengths and adjust your strategy for 
an even stronger performance.
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DANIEL HABESOHN 
When JOOLA came to me with the idea of merging PBO-c and AL-c, I was 
immediately enthusiastic about the project. Everybody knows the special 
playing characteristics of blades with PBO-c and AL-c and it seemed very 
promising to me to bring out the best of both and to compress it in one 
synthetic fibre. The result blew me away. We tested various specifications 
and with the Vyzaryz Trinity I quickly realized that this would be my future 
blade. It is very important for my game that I am very precise in my shots 
besides a good speed. The Vyzaryz Trinity supports me perfectly on that 
and further has a very pleasant touch!
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KIRI WOOD

TRINITY
X3 MATRIX 

VYZARYZ 

trinity 
The JOOLA Vyzaryz Trinity is a complete game changer!
In a JOOLA first, this blade contains the revolutionary 
X3, a state-of-the-art super composite weave. Horizontal 
layers of PBO-C were woven with vertical layers of Arylate 
Carbon (AL-C). Imagine the ability to combine power, 
force, feeling, and accuracy, all in one blade! The outer 
layer of Limba adds even more touch to every shot. The 
JOOLA Vyzaryz Trinity blade will give you the X3 super 
boost when you need it! 

To create the X3, we've combined the 2 most dominating 
composite fibers into one by weaving horizontal layers of 
PBO-C with vertical layers of AL-C that extend all the way 
into the handle. This formula for success truly makes the 
X3 an unprecedented innovation.
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HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

Thickn.: 5,9 mm Width: 151 mm Length: 157 mm

SPEED

CONTROLSTIFFNESS

ACCURACYCONTACT

FL / ST 5+2 Ply               
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HYBRID
X3 MATRIX 

VYZARYZ 

HYBRID
The JOOLA Vyzaryz Hybrid is the dual-threat blade you’ve been searching for! It’s custom-
ized to account for the differences in forehand and backhand swings. PBO-C is used on one 
side and Super PBO-C on the other. With one, you’ll have a lower throw angle, perfect for 
driving shots. With the other, you’ll achieve a higher arc, perfect for traditional spin. Using 
Koto as the outer veneer, you’ll have more dynamic shots and a direct touch. With this 5+2 
ply blade, you’ll have the ability to choose what is right for your forehand or backhand. 
Dominate the game with the JOOLA Vyzaryz Hybrid!

The same composite materials used 
in PBO-C, but woven in a much 
higher density.  The Super PBO-C 
significantly expands the sweet 
spot for an even and explosive ball 
response.

PBO is a synthetic polymer used in race cars and 
aeronautics for its durability and high-elasticity. It 
is used in PBO-C to complement the hard Carbon, 
creating a larger sweet spot and a softer stroke 
feeling.

PREM
IUM

 BLADES

FL / ST 5+2 Ply                                

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

Dicke: 5,8 mm Width: 151 mm Length: 157 mm

SUPER PBO-c PBO-c
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VYZARYZ 

FREEZE
Quality meets innovation with the 5+2 ply JOOLA Vyzaryz Freeze! The highest-grade AL-C 
gives this cutting-edge blade a hard and powerful feel, while our innovative and time-consum-
ing low temperature curing technique brings extra feeling and control to the blade. Compared 
to a normal AL-C blade, you’ll notice that the JOOLA Vyzaryz Freeze has more dwell time 
and produces strong spin shots with a higher arc. An added bonus is the satisfying sound it 
creates. With a Limba outer-ply, players can rely on the JOOLA Vyzaryz Freeze to provide the 
ultimate touch for their spin needs. The combination of high-quality AL-C and cutting-edge 
adhesion techniques brings together a one-of-a-kind blade that has been never seen before!

Feeling

Increased dwell time

Higher Arc

Outstanding AL-C Power

Sound

Pressed with lower temperature

Far longer pressing period

Feeling

Control

Sound

Softer touch

Higher Arc

Increased dwell time

Be controlled, especially in the passive game

Lead your shots and be precise

Open the game with topspin or backspin and 
give you the power for spin on spin behind the 
table
Be dominant with hard shots and a lot of spin 
potential

Love the game!
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FL / ST 5+2 Ply             

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

Dicke: 5,8 mm Width: 151 mm Length: 157 mm
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